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BFA Thesis
My BFA Thesis is a year long worldbuilding 

exploration split into two parts. 
One: the creation of an art book looking into the 
dynamics and countries on the island of Caivaca. 
Two: a exploratory comic into the world following 
one of the main trio of characters, Maleena and her 
backstory within the world. This comic would be 
intended as the first in a series of stories told 
within this world.

General Plot Concept
The island of Caivaca has three countries in conflict with 
each other despite being stuck together. A trio of three 
people each from each country come together to try to 
bring peace to the island. The trio is led by Maleena, an
girl orphaned under suspicious circumstances aspiring to 
become as heroic as the knights who saved her life. They 
travel throughout Caivaca trying to get to the root of the 
conflicts between the countries to try to bring the fighting 
to an end.

Intended Market
My intended market for this story and series of comics is 

a 13-23 (high school – young adult) audience.
Inspiration



Art Book Inner Cover Exploring the 
world of

Caivaca



Map of the World of Caivaca
Caivaca is an island, once uninhabited that became 

inhabited by those who were not accepted by their 
original countries. These settlers developed a 
community in the center of the island, idyllic but not 
lasting. Those who wished to accelerate their status and 
quality of life choose to spread throughout the island, 
separating themselves from the original settlers. 
Eventually the separated groups formed their own 
countries with intricate relationships both within and 
outside the island of Caivaca.



Map of the World of Caivaca: Progress



Crannum
This country is focused on maintaining their rich 

forests, herding, and farming/agricultural land. 
They are led by a meritocracy of those who have 
proven themselves in certain important industries 
joining a council that control the central 
government. 



Crannum Society
Crannum people live in small settlements/towns 

spread throughout the country whose main exports are 
lumbar, produce, and furs. These towns are close knit 
and important tasks, such as foraging, are done by pairs 
or teams. 

In relation to the other countries on Caivaca, Crannum
often chooses to remain neutral in conflicts in an effort 
to keep the peace. This often backfires as they get the 
shorter end of the stick in many negotiations in this 
neutrality. 



Maleena is a confident young adult 
living on a Monttain knight base who 
dreams of being able to become a 
knight. She was born in a Crannum
village called Ogyan that mysteriously 
burned down when she was six. She 
was the only known person who 
survived the fire because she was able 
to be saved by the knights she is 
currently being raised by. She is almost 
overly confident in herself and her 
skills and doesn’t often doubt herself. 
She doesn’t give up when presented a 
challenge, especially if she thinks it'll 
raise her report with the higher up 
knights. When she is unoccupied with 
her duties on the base, she enjoys 
sneaking out to climb trees and forage 
fresh berries. 

Maleena



Iteriaa
The country of Iteriaa is one seeking alliance 

with those who they see as kind to the land they 
inhabit. Their economy is mainly based on fishing 
and agriculture so they see it as utmost 
importance that not too much is taken. They are 
lead by a conjoined participation of a monarchy 
and oligarchy based system.



Iteriaan Society
Iteriaan communities are vast and seemingly never 

ending. Travel between separate villages and areas is 
common. As shown in this image, many of the daily 
tasks required are done as a groups such as bringing in 
the harvest of fish. This strengthens the groups bond as 
they simultaneously rely on and boost each other up 
with their skills all coming together.

In relation to the other countries on Caivaca, Iteriaa
has a positive relationship to Crannum and negative to 
Monttas. They see Crannum as respectful to their land 
whilst Monttas has only shown them greed when they 
outreach. This has lead to a deep conflict and rivalry  
between Monttas and Iteriaa.   



Awua Leema
A fishing prodigy, Awua is 

rumored to be most favored to be 
voted onto the Iterian counsel. She 
cares deeply for the Iteria people 
and will do anything to ensure they 
prosper. As a child she hand carved 
her beloved spear, a tradition for 
Iterian fishing youth.

She becomes frustrated with the 
conflicts in Caivaca occurring 
between Iteriaan and Monttaian
authority. She joins the trio on her 
mission to find out the true source 
of the conflict.



Monttas
The country of Monttas is mainly focused on 

accelerating their economy. This ambition has lead 
to many conflicts with the other inhabitants of 
Caivaca. They are lead by an absolute Monarch. 
Their economy is based off of mining exports and 
crafted goods. However they are coming to the 
end of their resources within their borders, having 
to rely more heavly on figuring out compromises 
with their neighbors.



Monttain Society
As they are mainly focused on economical 

growth, much of the social interactions in Monttas
are through the well established marketplaces in 
almost every town or city. 



Salion (Sal) Dema Rasparia
The 3rd born child of the 

Monttan Royal family. He gates 
royal life and prefers adventure 
despite being very skittish. 

He is forced to become a knight 
to still be in the eye of his family 
but still be able to travel as he is 
stationed elsewhere. 



Initial Character Sketches
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Burnt
During my second semester, I wanted to 

create a comic set in the world of Caivaca. 
Maleena, in my eyes is the main character of the 
trio, the one who has the true drive to help bring 
Caivaca back together. I wanted to write a comic 
on her back story that would be the first of three. 
This comic series would be the “prequel” to the 
main story where they are all together trying to 
join the countries.

The comic joins Maleena’s childhood 
memories of her village burning down and being 
saved by nights with her in her young adult age
running away from the very knights that saved 
her.
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Process
Through this comic, I wanted to not only 
create more about Maleena but also learn 
more about myself as a comic Artist who 
wants to create more in the future. 
Throughout the semester I learnt how 
important rough drafts and planning are for 
me in creating a story. 
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Thank you

Additional Thanks to my Advisors
Pat Sandy 

Zach savich
Ted Sikora
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